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Abstract. In a paper recently published in ICALP 2005, Lipmaa, Wang and Bao
identified a new essential security property, non-delegatability, of designated ver-
ifier signature (DVS) schemes. Briefly, in a non-delegatable DVS scheme, nei-
ther a signer nor a designated verifier can delegate the signing rights to any
third partyT without revealing their secret keys. We show that the Susilo-Zhang-
Mu identity-based strong DVS scheme, Ng-Susilo-Mu universal designated multi
verifier signature scheme, the Laguillaumie-Vergnaud multi-DVS scheme and the
Zhang-Furukawa-Imai universal DVS scheme are delegatable. Together with the
results of Lipmaa, Wang and Bao, our results show that most of the previously
proposed DVS schemes are delegatable. However, the Laguillaumie-Vergnaud
and Zhang-Furukawa-Imai schemes may still be secure in practice, since there
the only party who can delegate signing is the designated verifier, who may not
have motivation to do so. We finish the paper with some discussion on whether
the non-delegatability notion of Lipmaa, Wang and Bao is appropriate.
Keywords. Designated verifier signatures, non-delegatability.

1 Introduction

A designated verifier signature (DVS) scheme [JSI96,Cha96] enables a signer to sign
a message so that the designated verifier can verify it as coming from the signer. How-
ever, the designated verifier cannot transfer the conviction to others because he himself
is able to generate signatures according to a distribution that is computationally or sta-
tistically close to the distribution of signatures, generated by the signer. On the other
hand, nobody else but the signer and the designated verifier can generate valid signa-
tures.

Recently, Lipmaa, Wang and Bao revisited the DVS security in [LWB05]. In par-
ticular, they identified a new security property for DVS, non-delegatability, and showed
that several previously proposed DVS schemes [SKM03,SBWP03,SWP04,LV04a] are
delegatable. Informally speaking, DVS is delegatable if either the signer or the desig-
nated verifier can delegate the signing rights (either with respect to a concrete desig-
nated verifier or with respect to all designated verifiers) to some third partyT without
disclosing his or her secret key. Delegatability, especially with respect to a concrete
designated verifier, is highly undesirable in many applications. For example, in an e-
voting scenario where a voter signs messages by using a delegatable DVS scheme (with
the tallier being the designated verifier), one voter can delegate her voting right to a



coercer that can then vote instead of the voter. Therefore, such an e-voting protocol is
coercible. Moreover, in many e-commerce applications, one can use a DVS scheme so
that the signer is a subscriber to an e-service provided by a service provider who is the
designated verifier. If the DVS scheme is delegatable, signer can send some delegation
token to a non-subscriber who can then enjoy the service for free.

Our contributions. In addition to the negative results of [LWB05], we show that the
Susilo-Zhang-Mu ID-based DVS scheme SZM04 [SZM04], the Ng-Susilo-Mu univer-
sal designated multi verifier signature scheme NSM05 [NSM05], the Zhang-Furikawa-
Imai DVS scheme ZFI05 [ZFI05] and the Laguillaumie-Vergnaud MDVS scheme
LV04 [LV04b] are delegatable. Together with [LWB05], our results show that almost
all DVS schemes in the literature are delegatable. In particular, all DVS schemes based
on bilinear maps are delegatable. The only non-delegatable DVS schemes that we are
aware of are the schemes from [JSI96,LWB05] that are both built by using standard
proof of knowledge techniques.

All delegation attacks, proposed in [LWB05], had a similar structure: they showed
that either the signer or the designated verifier can delegate the signing rights by pub-
lishing some Diffie-Hellman key. Our attacks are more varied. In particular, our attacks
against ZFI05 and LV04, while being attacks according to the definitions of Lipmaa,
Wang and Bao, might sometimes be not very serious in practice. Namely, in both cases,
only the designated verifier (in the case of LV04, the coalition of two designated veri-
fiers) can delegate the signing. This means that attacks in the scenarios, outlined above,
will not work. However, there are still some possibilities of cheating. For example, the
service provider can forward the delegation token to a third party, who can then use the
service indistinguishably from the real signer. By doing so, the third party could act in
a way that ruins the reputation of the real signer. Whether this is a real attack or not,
depends on the situation; we will leave it as an open question. For applications where
this is a real attack, one should not use ZFI05 and LV04. In applications where it is not,
one should give an alternative and possibly weaker definition of non-delegatability than
was done in [LWB05].

Inspired on this, we give an informal definition of a weaker notion of delegatability
that we callverifier-only delegatability. Intuitively, a (multi-)DVS scheme is verifier-
only delegatable if the designated verifier (but not the signer) can delegate the signing
rights to some third party. Clearly, a verifier-only delegatable DVS scheme is also del-
egatable. It seems (seems, since we are not going to give proofs that the signer cannot
delegate) that the LV04 and the ZFI05 schemes are verifier-only delegatable.

Moreover, the presented attacks can also be divided into delegation attacks that
allow to delegate the signing rights of a fixed signer w.r.t. a fixed tuple of designated
verifiers, or the rights ofany signer w.r.t. a fixed tuple of designated verifiers, or the
rights of a fixed signer w.r.t. any tuple of designated verifiers. According to [LWB05],
existence of any of these attacks makes a scheme delegatable. Again, it can be argued
that the first type of attack is the most serious one since the last two attack types give
too much power to the third partyT (and therefore one might be less motivated to
delegate the rights). One can try to modify the delegatability definition so that only the



first attack type is classified as an attack. We will leave it as an open question whether
this is reasonable.

Regardless of the previous comments, our own opinion is that our attacks against
all four schemes indicate some weaknesses in them and while the non-delegatability
definition of [LWB05] might be too strong in some sense, to avoid any kind of future
attack and unexpected vulnerabilities, it is a good idea to design DVS schemes that are
non-delegatable according to [LWB05].

Road-map. Formal definition of ann-DVS scheme and its security is given in Sect. 2.
In Sect. 3, we review four DVS schemes and present our delegation attacks against
every single one of them. We discuss the different delegation attacks and define the
novel notion verifier-only non-delegatability in Sect. 4.

2 Preliminaries

Let G be a cyclic additive group generated byP , whose order is a primeq, and let
H be a cyclic multiplicative group of the same orderq. A bilinear pairing is a map
〈·, ·〉 : G×G→ H with the following properties:

Bilinearity: 〈aP, bQ〉 = 〈P,Q〉ab for all P,Q ∈ G anda, b ∈ Z∗
q ;

Non-degeneracy:There existP,Q ∈ G such that〈P,Q〉 6= 1;
Computability: There is an efficient algorithm to compute〈P,Q〉 for all P,Q ∈ G.

Formal Definition of n-DVS. Next, we present a formal definition ofn-DVS for
n ≥ 1, generalising the definition from [LWB05]. LetS be the signer, andD1, . . . , Dn

ben designated verifiers. In the following, we will denote(PKD1 , . . . ,PKDn
) byPKD,

(SKD1 , . . . ,SKDn) by SKD, and (SimulPKS ,PKD,SKD1
, . . . ,SimulPKS ,PKD,SKDn

) by
SimulPKS ,PKD,SKD

.
LetM be the message space. Given a positive integern, ann-designated verifier

signature(n-DVS) scheme is defined by the following algorithms:

– Setup is a probabilistic algorithm that outputs the public parameterparam;
– KeyGen(param) is a probabilistic algorithm that takes the public parameters as an

input and outputs a secret/public key-pair(SK,PK);
– SignSKS ,PKD

(m) takes as inputs signer’s secret key, designated verifiers’ public
keys, a messagem ∈M and a possible random string, and outputs a signatureσ;

– For i ∈ [1, n], SimulPKS ,PKD,SKDi
(m) takes as inputs signer’s public key, des-

ignated verifiers’ public keys, secret key of one designated verifier, a message
m ∈M and a possible random string, and outputs a signatureσ;

– VerifyPKS ,PKD
(m,σ) is a deterministic algorithm that takes as inputs a signing

public keyPKS , public keys of all designated verifiersDi, i ∈ [1, n], a message
m ∈M and a candidate signatureσ, and returnsaccept or reject;

If n = 1, we obtain adesignated verifier signature(DVS) scheme. We say that a signa-
tureσ onm is valid if VerifyPKS ,PKD

(m,σ) = accept. As usually, we require that ann-
DVS scheme is correct, that is, for all(SKS ,PKS) and(SKD,PKD) output byKeyGen,



for any i ∈ [1, n] and for allm ∈ M we haveVerifyPKS ,PKD
(SignSKS ,PKD

(m)) =
VerifyPKS ,PKD

(SimulPKS ,PKD,SKDi
(m)) = accept.

Let∆ = (Setup,KeyGen,Sign,Simul,Verify) be ann-DVS scheme with the mes-
sage spaceM. Let Ω denote the space from which the random oracleH is selected;
definition without a random oracle is analogous. LetFm denote the adversaryF with
m as its input, and we assume that oracle calls are counted as one step.

It is required that a designated verifier signature satisfies the following three prop-
erties [LWB05]. We give the definitions of unforgeability and non-transferability only
for the sake of completeness since we will not need them in this paper.

Unforgeability: LetF be an adversary against DVS. We define advantageAdvforge
∆ (F)

of F to be the next probability:

Pr



H ← Ω; (SKS ,PKS)← KeyGen;
(SKD1 ,PKD1)← KeyGen; . . . ; (SKDn

,PKDn
)← KeyGen;

(m,σ)← FSignSKS,PKD
(·),SimulPKS,PKD ,SKD

(·),H(·)(PKS ,PKD) :
σ 6∈ ΣS(m) ∧ σ 6∈ ΣD1(m) ∧ · · · ∧ σ 6∈ ΣDn

(m)∧
VerifyPKS ,PKD

(m,σ) = accept

 ,

whereΣS(m) is the set of signatures received fromSignSKS ,PKD
(m) andΣDi

(m) is
the set of signatures received fromSimulPKS ,PKD,SKDi

(m). F is said to(τ, qh, qs, ε)-
forgeσ if F runs in time at mostτ , makes at mostqh hash queries and in total at most
qs signing and simulation queries, andAdvforge

∆ (F) ≥ ε. A designated verifier signature
scheme is(τ, qh, qs, ε)-unforgeable if no forger can(τ, qh, qs, ε)-forge it.

Non-transferability (informal): given a message-signature pair(m,σ) which is ac-
cepted by a designated verifier, and without access to the signer’s secret key, it is com-
putationally infeasible to determine whether the message was signed by the signer, or
the signature was simulated by the designated verifier.

Non-delegatability:Let κ ∈ [0, 1] be the knowledge error.∆ is (τ, κ)-non-delegatable
if there exists a black-box knowledge extractorK that, for every algorithmF and for
every valid signatureσ, satisfies the following condition: For every(SKS ,PKS) ←
KeyGen, (SKDi ,PKDi) ← KeyGen, for i ∈ [1, n], and messagem, if F produces a
valid signature onm with probability ε > κ, then on inputm and on access to the
oracleFm, K produces one of the secret keys(SKS ,SKD1 , . . . ,SKDn

) in expected
time τ

ε−κ (without counting the time to make the oracle queries). Here,F ’s probability
is taken over the choice of her random coins and over the choice ofH ← Ω.

Variations of n-DVS. We call ann-DVS astrongn-DVSif the verification algorithm
also takes anSKDi

, i ∈ [1, n], as an input, and verification withoutSKDi
, for some

i ∈ [i, n], is computationally difficult. Ann-DVS scheme is a designated multi verifier
signature scheme if verification can be performed only by the coalition of alln des-
ignated verifiers. Ann-DVS scheme is universal if it contains a conventional signing



algorithm (w.r.t. no designated verifier) and an arbitrary entity can convert the conven-
tional signature to a signature w.r.t. an arbitrary designated verifier. Ann-DVS scheme
is ID-based if the public key of an arbitrary participantA can be computed from his or
her ID IDA.

3 Four DVS Schemes And Attacks on Them

3.1 SZM04 Scheme

Description. The SZM04 strong ID-based universal DVS scheme [SZM04] can be
described as follows:

– Setup: A trusted authority (TA) generates two groups(G,+) and(H, ·) of prime
order q and a bilinear mapping〈·, ·〉 : G × G → H, together with an arbitrary
generatorP ∈ G. TA selects a master keys ∈ Zq and setPpub ← sP . Let
HG : {0, 1}∗ → G andHq : {0, 1}∗ → Zq be two random oracles. The system
parameters are(q,G,H, 〈·, ·〉, P, Ppub,HG,Hq).

– KeyGen(param): S andD publish their identitiesPKS ← HG(IDS) andPKD ←
HG(IDD). Their secret keys are defined by TA asSKS ← s · PKS andSKD ←
s · PKD.

– SignSKS ,PKD
(m): to sign a messagem for D, S generates two random valuesk ←

Zq, t← Z∗
q , and computesc← 〈PKD, P 〉k, r ← Hq(m, c), T ← t−1kP−r ·SKS .

The signature is(T, r, t).
– SimulPKS ,SKD

(m): To simulate the transcript on an arbitrary messagem, D gen-
erates randomR ∈ G anda ∈ Z∗

q , and computesc ← 〈R,PKD〉 · 〈PKS ,SKD〉a,
r ← Hq(m, c), t ← r−1a mod q, T ← t−1R. The transcript(T, r, t) is indistin-
guishable from the real signature [SZM04, Thm. 3].

– VerifyPKS ,SKD
(m,σ): given (m,T, r, t), D verifies its validity by testing whether

Hq(m, (〈T,PKD〉 · 〈PKS ,SKD〉r)t) = r.

First attack. For both simulation and verification, it is sufficient to know
〈SKS ,PKD〉 = 〈PKS ,SKD〉. Therefore, either the signer or the verifier can delegate
the signing rights ofS w.r.t. a fixed designated verifierD.

Second attack. Assume that the signer discloses(k, k · SKS) to any third partyT ,
wherek ← Z∗

q . Given an arbitrary messagẽm and an arbitrary designated verifier
D, T chooses random valuesR ← G, a ← Z∗

q and computes̃c ← 〈R,PKD〉 · 〈k ·
SKS ,PKD〉a(k−1+1), r̃ ← Hq(m̃, c̃), t̃ ← r̃−1a mod q, T̃ ← t̃−1R + r̃k · SKS ,
obtaining a simulated signature(T̃ , r̃, t̃). D can verify whetherHq(m̃, (〈T̃ ,PKD〉 ·
〈PKS ,SKD〉r̃)t̃) = r̃. The verification accepts since〈T̃ ,PKD〉t̃ = 〈t̃−1R + r̃k ·



SKS ,PKD〉t̃ = 〈R,PKD〉 · 〈k · SKS ,PKD〉r̃t̃ = 〈R,PKD〉 · 〈k · SKS ,PKD〉a and

(〈T̃ ,PKD〉·〈PKS ,SKD〉r̃)t̃ = 〈T̃ ,PKD〉t̃ · 〈PKS ,SKD〉r̃t̃

= 〈R,PKD〉 · 〈k · SKS ,PKD〉a · 〈SKS ,PKD〉r̃t̃

= 〈R,PKD〉 · 〈k · SKS ,PKD〉a · 〈k · SKS ,PKD〉ak−1

= 〈R,PKD〉 · 〈k · SKS ,PKD〉a(k−1+1) = c̃ .

Therefore,Hq(m̃, (〈T̃ ,PKD〉 · 〈PKS ,SKD〉r̃)t̃) = Hq(m̃, c̃) = r̃. Thus, according to
this attack, an arbitrary party who knows(k, k ·SKS), for somek, can simulate signer’s
signature w.r.t. all designated verifiers.

3.2 NSM05 Scheme

The Ng-Susilo-Mu [NSM05] universal designated multi-verifier signature (UDMVS)
scheme is as follows (here,M = Z∗

q):

– Setup: Choose a group pair(G,H) of prime order|G| = |H| = q, a bilinear map
〈·, ·〉 : G×G→ H, an arbitrary generatorP ∈ G and a cryptographic hash function
HG : {0, 1}∗ → G. The common parameter isparam = (q,G,H, 〈·, ·〉, P,HG).

– KeyGen(param): Given the common parameter, a participant picks a random
SK ← Z∗

q , and computesPK ← SK · P . The public key isPK and the secret
key isSK. Thus,S has key pair(SKS ,PKS) andD has key pair(SKD,PKD).

– SignSKS ,PKD
(m): Computêσ ← SKS ·HG(m), σ ← 〈σ̂,

∑n
i=1 PKDi〉. Returnσ.

– VerifyPKS ,PKD,SKD
(m,σ): Each verifierDi does the following: computẽσi ←

SKDi
· HG(m) and send it to othern − 1 verifiers. After receiving all̃σj , j 6= i,

validate allσ̃j by verifying that〈P, σ̃j〉 = 〈PKj ,HG(m)〉 for j 6= i, j ∈ [1, n].
Returnreject if any of the verifications fails. Returnaccept if σ =

∏n
i=1〈σ̃i,PKS〉,

or reject otherwise.

Attack on NSM05. DenotePsum :=
∑n

i=1 PKDi . If signer leaksSKS · Psum to T ,
thenT can compute

σ ← 〈HG(m),SKS · Psum〉 = 〈SKS ·HG(m), Psum〉 = 〈σ̂, Psum〉 .

After receiving(m,σ), each verifieri computes̃σi ← SKDi ·HG(m), and verifies
that〈P, σ̃j〉 = 〈PKj ,HG(m)〉 for j 6= i, j ∈ [1, n]. Now,σ =

∏n
i=1〈σ̃i,PKS〉 since

σ = 〈HG(m),SKS · Psum〉 = 〈SKS ·HG(m), Psum〉 = 〈σ̂, Psum〉

=
n∏

i=1

〈σ̂,SKDi · P 〉 =
n∏

i=1

〈SKS ·HG(m),SKDi · P 〉

=
n∏

i=1

〈SKDi ·HG(m),SKS · P 〉

=
n∏

i=1

〈σ̃i,PKS〉 .



Therefore, for any messagem, T can simulate signer’s signatureσ and pass the
verification equation. Note that alternatively, all verifiers can cooperate by leaking∑

SKDi · PKS = SKS · Psum. Therefore, the NSM05 scheme is delegatable.
Additionally, Ng, Susilo and Mu first proposed a “simple” UDMVS scheme that

is based on the universal DVS from [SBWP03]. There, analogously, if signer leaks
SKS · PKDi

to T , thenT can computeσi = 〈SKS · PKDi
,HG(m)〉 = 〈PKDi

, σ̂〉,
for i ∈ [1, n]. Verifier will accept σi for that σi = 〈SKS · PKDi ,HG(m)〉 =
〈SKSSKDiP,HG(m)〉 = 〈SKS ·P,HG(m)〉SKDi = 〈PKS ,HG(m)〉SKDi for i ∈ [1, n].

Furthermore, our attack works also with the MDVS scheme from [NSM05] because
its signing algorithm is same as the signing algorithm in the UDMVS scheme.

3.3 ZFI05 Scheme

The next strong DVS scheme ZFI05 was proposed in [ZFI05] (we describe a slightly
simplified version of ZFI05, but our attack works also with the original version):

– Setup: Choose a bilinear group pair(G,H) of prime order|G| = |H| = q, with
a bilinear map〈·, ·〉 : G × H → H and an isomorphismψ : H → G. Here,G is
multiplicative. Choose a random generatorg2 ∈ H, and computeg1 = ψ(g2) ∈ G.
Then the common parameter isparam = (q,G,H, 〈·, ·〉, ψ, g1, g2).

– KeyGen(param): Pick randomx, y ← Z∗
q , computeu ← gx

2 , v ← gy
2 . The public

key isPK ← (u, v) and the secret key isSK ← (x, y). In particular,S has a key
pair with PKS = (uS , vS), SKS = (xS , yS) andD has a key pair withPKD =
(uD, vD), SKD = (xD, yD).

– SignSKS ,PKD
(m): Pick a randomr ← Z∗

q . If xS + r + ySm ≡ 0 mod q, restart.

Computeσ′ ← g
1/(xS+r+ySm)
1 ∈ G, h ← gr

2, d ← 〈uD, v
r
D〉 ∈ H. Return

σ ← (σ′, h, d).
– SimulPKS ,SKD

(m): Pick a randoms ∈ Z∗
q and computeσ′ ← gs

2, h ←
g
1/s
2 u−1

S v−m
S andd← 〈g1, h〉xDyD . Returnσ ← (σ′, h, d).

– VerifyPKS ,SKD
(σ′, h, d): Output accept if 〈g1, g2〉 = 〈σ′, uS · h · vm

S 〉 andd =
〈uD, h

yD 〉. Otherwise, outputreject.

Attack on ZFI05. In simulation algorithm, the designated verifier can computed as
d← 〈gxDyD

1 , h〉. Thus, designated verifier can revealgxDyD

1 , and therefore this scheme
is delegatable by the verifier. Note that the delegation token does not depend on the
signer.

3.4 LV04 Scheme

Description. In [LV04b], Laguillaumie and Vergnaud proposed the next 2-DVS
scheme based on bilinear maps. Here,D1 andD2 are two verifiers specified by signer
S. G andH are groups of orderq, P generatesG, and〈·, ·〉 : G × G → H is an ad-
missible bilinear map. LetBDHGen be a Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH)-prime order
generator [LV04b].



– Setup: Set (q,G,H, 〈·, ·〉, P ) ← BDHGen, and letHG be a random member
of a hash function family from{0, 1}∗ × H → G. The common parameter is
(q,G,H, 〈·, ·〉, P,HG).

– KeyGen(param): Pick a randomSK← Z∗
q , and computePK← SK·P . The public

key isPK and the secret key isSK.
– SignSKS ,PKD1 ,PKD2

(m): Given a messagem ∈ {0, 1}∗, S picks at random

two integers(r, `) ∈ Z∗
q × Z∗

q , computesu ← 〈PKD1 ,PKD2〉SKS , Q1 ←
SKS

−1(HG(m,u`) − r(PKD1 + PKD2)) andQ2 ← rP . The signature isσ =
(Q1, Q2, `).

– VerifyPKS ,PKD,SKDi
(m,Q1, Q2, `): Designated verifierDi, wherei ∈ {1, 2}, com-

putesu← 〈PKS ,PKD3−i〉SKDi . He or she tests whether〈Q1,PKS〉 · 〈Q2,PKD1 +
PKD2〉 = 〈HG(m,u`), P 〉.

Attack on LV04. SupposeD1 andD2 collude to leakSKD1 + SKD2 to T . ThenT
picks two random integers̃r, ˜̀ ← Z∗

q , computesM̃ ← HG(m, ˜̀), Q̃1 ← r̃P , and

Q̃2 ← (SKD1 + SKD2)
−1(M̃ − r̃ ·PKS). The simulated signature is̃σ ← (Q̃1, Q̃2, ˜̀).

Verification accepts since

〈Q̃1,PKS〉 · 〈Q̃2,PKD1 + PKD2〉
= 〈r̃P,PKS〉 · 〈(SKD1 + SKD2)

−1(M̃ − r̃ · PKS),SKD1P + SKD2 · P 〉
= 〈r̃P,PKS〉 · 〈(SKD1 + SKD2)

−1(M̃ − r̃ · PKS), P 〉SKD1+SKD2

= 〈r̃P,PKS〉 · 〈M̃ − r̃ · PKS , P 〉
= 〈M̃, P 〉 · 〈r̃ · PKS , P 〉 · 〈−r̃ · PKS , P 〉 = 〈M̃, P 〉 .

Therefore, ifD1 andD2 collaborate then they can leakSKD1 + SKD2 to T . After that,
T will be able to simulate signatures ofany signer w.r.t. the designated verifier pair
(D1, D2).

Discussion. Our attack is based on the following observation: by the verification
equation〈Q1,PKS〉 · 〈Q2,PKD1 + PD2〉 = 〈HG(m,u`), P 〉, we have〈Q1, P 〉SKS ·
〈Q2, P 〉SKD1+SKD2 = 〈HG(m,u`), P 〉. Here, attacker can choose onlyQ1 andQ2, and
it must hold thatSKS ·Q1 + (SKD1 + SKD2)Q2 = HG(m,u`). Due to the random or-
acle assumption,HG(m,u`) is a random value, and thus eitherQ1 orQ2 must depend
onHG(m,u`). This means that attacker either must know the valueSKS (and thus he
can recoverS’s secret key), or the valueSKD1 + SKD2 . LeakingSKS is not an attack
according to [LWB05], but leakingSKD1 + SKD2 is.

To guarantee the non-transferability, the designated verifier(s) should have the ca-
pability to simulate correct signature transcripts. However, the LV04 scheme does not
include simulation algorithms. The above attack can also be treated as two-party simu-
lation algorithm ifD1 andD2 execute it themselves.

Although a third party cannot deduceSKD1 or SKD2 from SKD1 + SKD2 , we need
that two partiesD1 andD2 computeSKD1 + SKD2 together. This means that either



these two parties must trust each other, or they have to execute a secure two-party com-
putation.

Finally, note that both this attack and the attack against ZFI05 have the same feature:
if the delegation token revealed by verifier(s) (eitherSKD1 + SKD2 or g

xD1yD1
1 ) is not

connected anyhow to the signer. Therefore, after revealing those values, a third party
can simulate the signature ofanysigner w.r.t. a fixed designated verifier or a fixed pair
of designated verifiers.

4 On Different Delegation Attacks

Who can delegate? In the previous section, we saw at least two kinds of delegation
attacks:

Attack I: Either the signer or one of the designated verifiers can delegate the signing
rights to a third partyT without disclosing his or her secret key.

Attack II: One of the designated verifiers (or even only the coalition of all verifiers)
can delegate the signing right to a third party without disclosing his or her secret
key, while the signer cannot do it.

The non-delegatability notion introduced in [LWB05] corresponds to security against
Attack I. Next, we will give a somewhat formal definition of what we mean by a vulner-
ability to Attack II. (Intuitively, it says that an-DVS scheme∆ is verifier-only delegat-
able if it is delegatable but it cannot be delegated by the signer without leaking Signer’s
secret key.)

Verifier-only delegatability: As previously,Fm denotesF with m as its input, and
oracle calls are counted as one step. More precisely, letκ ∈ [0, 1] be the knowledge
error. We say that∆ is verifier-only(τ, κ)-delegatable if it is not(τ, κ)-non-delegatable
and there exists a black-box knowledge extractorK that, for every algorithmF and
for every messagem ∈ M satisfies the following condition: for every(SKS ,PKS) ←
KeyGen, (SKD1 ,PKD1) ← KeyGen, . . . , (SKDn

,PKDn
) ← KeyGen, for every bit-

string d (delegation token) that does not depend onSKDi
for any i ∈ [1, n], and for

any messagem, if F produces a valid signature onm with probability ε > κ then,
on inputm and on access to the oracleFm, K producesSKDi for somei ∈ [1, n] in
expected time τ

ε−κ (without counting the time to make the oracle queries). Here again,
F ’s probability is taken over the choice of her random coins and over the choice of the
random oracles.

What exactly can be delegated?The presented attacks can be divided into delegation
attacks that allow to delegate the signing rights of a fixed signer w.r.t. a fixed tuple
of designated verifiers, or the rights ofany signer w.r.t. a fixed tuple of designated
verifiers, or the rights of a fixed signer w.r.t. any tuple of designated verifiers. According
to [LWB05], existence of any of these attacks makes a scheme delegatable. Again, it
can be argued that the first type of attack is the most serious one since the last two
attack types give too much power to the third partyT (and therefore one might be less



motivated to delegate the rights). One can try to modify the delegatability definition
so that only the first attack type is classified as an attack. We will leave it as an open
question whether this is reasonable.

Final remarks. Regardless of the previous comments, our own opinion is that our
attacks against all four schemes indicate some weaknesses in them and while the non-
delegatability definition of [LWB05] might be too strong in some sense, to avoid any
kind of future attack and unexpected vulnerabilities, it is a good idea to design DVS
schemes that are non-delegatable according to [LWB05].
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